VISION CONTROL®
INTERIOR WALL
CORNER CONFIGURATIONS

STANDARD FINISHES* LOUVERS GLASS STOPS BREAK METAL
DURACRON WHITE K-1285 ✓ ✓ ✓
DURACRON GRAY K-2078 ✓ ✓ ✓
C-1 FAR ANCHORED (CLASS B) ✓ ✓

* OTHER FINISHES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.

Butt-Glazed with Corner Break Metal

Outside & Inside 0.080" (2mm) Thick Break Metal Closure

Hollow Metal Frame by Others

Rigid Insulator (if required) by Others

3M Tape 1/16" (1.6mm) Typical by Others

Fan-Shaped Thumbwheel Operator Accessible on One Side Only (Variable Diameter)
Also Available: Full Thumbwheel Operator Accessible on Both Sides